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In order to understand the impact of computer technology in the 1980s one
must first understand the force underlying its ever-widening proliferation:
electronic integrated circuit technology. Integrated circuit technology's
impact on society will rank in importance with the invention of the steam
engine and other such technological innovations or perhaps surpass
them. This technology is presently in its infancy. Most of us are aware of
some of the early progeny: calculators and electronic watches and games.
Some may be aware that it is now possible to buy a small home computer
for about $700. This is just the beginning of what will become a wide
variety of products which will affect every person. The reason? Low cost.
The semiconductor process continues to enable ever-greater complexity at
ever-decreasing cost. The future will bring lower-cost storage, processing
and communications.
The processing of electronic signals can be performed in two basic
ways: analog and digital. Although impressive gains have been made in
both technologies from an electronics point of view, the greater visible
impact will be from digital electronics and the discussion here will be
confined primarily to advances in that area. Indeed, digital electronic
circuits need not be
"computers" in the commonly used sense, but I will
further restrict this discussion for the most part to digital computer and
digital storage technology.
In this discussion, I will concentrate on developments that will have a
significant impact on libraries and library users. The impact on users will
be in terms of the improved methods of using libraries they will have at
their disposal because of other, nonlibrary related developments. The
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impact of digital technology on libraries will affect both their internal
operation and the services they can provide.
From the user's point of view, a library is a place to obtain information
in printed form that he cannot afford, or does not wish to buy because the
use would only be short-term, or both. From a computer technologist's
point of view, a library is a data bank or memory a storehouse of informa-
tion. It is primarily a particular kind of memory, commonly called read-
only memory or ROM because users do not normally put information
in they just take it out. One does not "write" into the memory. Techno-
logically, this simplifies the storage problem and lowers the storage cost, as
shall be shown. The commonly used computer memory must have the
capability of being both written and read and is called R/W memory.
Libraries have another interesting property from a data bank point of view:
the goal of making access to information as simple and inexpensive as
possible. Thus, data security, which is so desirable in most large data
banks, is not wanted at all. Of course, the physical form of the information
in libraries must be protected, but not the information itself.
The basic needs of a library are for extremely large amounts of storage
space, and some specialized processing, especially for searching the data
bank. The processing and storage requirements, excluding those asso-
ciated with the collection, are similar to those of other businesses. There is
also a need for low-cost processing to handle the day-to-day business
transactions. The users need low-cost terminals and a convenient means
for browsing. To show how all of these things may come about, five areas
will be discussed: microcomputers, large computers, terminals and home
electronics, data communications, and memory and storage.
All of the above areas will have an impact on the future of libraries, as
well as society in general, and the largest impact may well be from the
combination of them rather than from their individual contributions. For
society, the greatest impact will result from the single-chip computer and
low-cost memory. For libraries, the greatest single impact may come from
the development of the optical disk. It provides the first really low-cost
mass storage. Before discussing the above items individually, a general
discussion of electronic technology will be given in order to provide some
perspective on the developments in this field.
Electronic Technology
The first electronic computer, ENIAC, was constructed using vacuum
tubes. Electronics has since become almost entirely solid-state through a
succession of transitional eras leading to the present one, in which many
circuits are classed as large-scale integrated (LSI) circuits. These eras can be
characterized as follows:
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\. 1950-60: discrete (single devices);
2. 1960-71: integrated circuit (small-scale to large-scale integration); and
3. 1972-present: microprocessor (large-scale to very large-scale integra-
tion). 1
Table 1, which compares ENIAC to a modern microprocessor, illustrates
the incredible changes that have taken place in the last thirty years.
TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF ENIAC TO
MODERN MICROPROCESSOR
Item of Comparison Microprocessor as Opposed to ENIAC
Size 300,000 times smaller
Power 56,000 times less
Memory (RAM) 8 times more
Speed 20 times faster
Number of active elements Approximately the same
(tubes or transistors)
Number of passive elements 80,000 fewer
(resistors and capacitors)
Add time Approximately the same
Failure rate 10,000 times better
Weight Less than 1 Ib. vs. SO tons
Source: Hogan, C. Lester. "WESCON Keynote Address," Progress: The
Fairchild Journal of Semiconductors 6:3-5, Sept. /Oct. 1978.
During 1965-78, the number of devices per chip doubled each year.
This "law" has become known as Moore's Law, named after Gordon Moore
of the Intel Corp. who first made the observation. It appears that this
behavior is continuing, although there are projections that the doubling
may occur only every other year after 1980. 2 To provide perspective, the
number of components per chip for several years is given below:
1. 1965: 30 components/chip
2. 1975: 30,000 components/chip
3. 1978: 135,000 components/chip
4. 1980: 1,000,000 components/chip'
These chips are typically about 1/4-inch square. The individual
elements on them are defined by a photographic process. The minimum
element size is dependent on the wavelength of the light used, which is
currently an ultraviolet ray of approximately 250X10 meters. Presently,
the smallest dimensions on the chips are about 3-4 micrometers (10"
6
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meters). By the early 1980s this will be reduced to less than 1 micrometer,
and by the late 1980s it will be further reduced to 0.05-0.005 micrometer. By
comparison, a human hair is about 80-100 micrometers in diameter. In the
past twenty years the number of minimum elements that can be put on a
chip has gone from 103 to 107 . At the same time, the number of elements
needed to implement one bit (the smallest amount) of digital storage has
decreased from 103 to 102 elements. 4 The reduction in this element size over
the years is shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. MINIMUM FEATURE SIZE vs. YEAR
At present there are no physical limitations to this continuing
reduction in the size of the minimum element called the minimum
feature size. There are many technological problems which must be solved
but physical limits will come into play only when atomic dimensions are
approached. Increasing the size of the chips themselves is limited by our
inability to produce perfect, defect-free crystals of silicon, the material
from which the circuits are commonly started. Growing these crystals in
space may prevent defects and this will be attempted as part of the space
shuttle program. The major difficulty at present is knowing what to make
and making it at a reasonable cost. An extensive effort is underway now to
automate the design process so that these very complex chips can be
designed at a more reasonable cost. Recently, the number of man-hours per
month required for definition and design has been doubling every year. 5
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Because of this extremely high density of elements per chip, it has been
possible to put a very large amount of memory (currently sixty-five
kilobits) on a single chip. It has also been possible to put most of a 16-bit
computer on a single chip. Although the design costs are high, they are
prorated over an incredible number of chips, making the cost per chip very
low. For example, 100,000 bits of memory cost $1.26 per bit in 1954 but had
fallen to less than $0.01 per bit by 1978. 6 The situation is one of getting
more and more for less and less. Figure 2 shows a typical semiconductor
learning curve. This curve illustrates how the relative cost of a device falls
rapidly as the total number of devices produced increases. The largest
impact of this phenomenon has been in the area of computer technology
and associated devices, although a broad spectrum of electronics has been
affected. The two major results are low-cost processing and low-cost
storage. These will have a profound effect on our society in the future.
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FIGURE 2. SEMICONDUCTOR LEARNING CURVE
Computer performance per unit cost has been increasing at 25-30
percent per year. The revenues of computer manufacturers and computer
service firms have been doubling every five years and are projected to be $64
billion by 1981. It is projected that 8.3 percent of the GNP will be spent on
computing by 1985, which does not include the use of microprocessors in
automobiles and consumer electronics items. 7 Thus, this figure does not
include the home computer which will be almost as common as the home
television by the late 1980s.
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M icrocomputers
The term microcomputer was coined to describe any computer which
uses as its processing element a microprocessor. The microprocessor is the
single-chip "computer" about which so much has been written. However,
it is important to realize that it takes more than the microprocessor chip
itself to construct a useful, working computer. Nonetheless, the term
microcomputer is often used rather loosely in reference to the processor
chip itself. The processor chip performs all of the powerful functions
usually associated with computers but provides no interface that a human
can interact with and usually has only a small amount of memory. These
"single-chip computers" will be referred to here as processors to preserve
the distinction between the processor itself and a full-fledged computer.
The first microprocessor appeared on the market in 1972. Since that
time the number of different microprocessors available has followed an
exponential growth, as shown in Table 2. In the semiconductor industry
the design cost of a single complex chip is extremely high, but if that cost is
spread over millions of chips the price of a single chip can be extremely
low. For example, in 1978 16 million of the simplest types of microproces-
sors were sold to toy and game manufacturers. This brought the price of
these devices down to the one-dollar level. Texas Instruments alone sold
over 9 million of these, thus producing around $9 million in revenue. The
most expensive units at present sell for about fifteen dollars. 8 These are the
larger, more powerful microprocessors.
TABLE 2. GROWTH OF TYPES
OF MICROPROCESSORS
Number of Types
Year of Microprocessors
(approximate)
1972 1
1974 10
1975 30
1976 70
1977 100
1978 130
Source: Verhofstadt, Peter W. "VLSI and Micro-
computers." In Computer Technology: Status,
Limits, Alternatives (Digest of Papers, COMPCON
Spring '78). New York, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, 1978, p. 10, Figure 1.
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The computing power of a microprocessor depends on, among other
things, its speed of operation (to perform an addition of two numbers, for
example) and what is known as its word length or precision. The word
length is measured in bits (6mary digi/s) and is an indication of how large a
number can be processed and stored in the machine. For example, most
large computers use a word length of about thirty-two bits. Eight bits is
often used to represent one alphabetic character, so thirty-two bits could
represent four alphabetic characters. The early microprocessors could only
operate on four bits quite adequate for games and simple control func-
tions but not sufficient for "real" computing. These early microprocessors
were quickly followed by a succession of ever more powerful ones:
1. 1972: 4 bits
2. 1974: 8 bits
3. 1978: 16 bits
4. 1981: 32 bits
5. 1985: 64 bits9
As shown above and in Figure 3, it is projected that by 1981 a 32-bit
microprocessor chip will be available. In word length this is the equivalent
of large machines commonly used in business today. In overall processing
capability, it will enable the construction of a computer with a single-chip
processor equivalent to the best of what are called minicomputers. (Min-
icomputers are currently 16-bit machines which do not use single-chip
processors and are thus faster, roughly speaking.) It is estimated that the
design of a 32-bit processor will require fifty man-years of effort. A 64-bit
chip, as projected for 1985, would have a word length equivalent to that of
a present-day "large-number cruncher," such as those produced by Con-
trol Data Corp. Presently, designers are investigating how to put such a
large "mainframe" computer on a chip. It is projected that by 1990 it will
be possible to put as many as 250,000 logic gates on a chip. 10 That is
equivalent to a large IBM computer and makes possible a single-chip
processor capable of executing 1 million instructions (operations) per
second.
The Z 8000 microprocessor, recently announced by the Zilog Corp.,
illustrates what is currently available. It is a 16-bit processor, the equival-
ent of current minicomputers in word length. It operates at 4 million steps
per second, making it ten times faster than previous microprocessors. The
chip is 238 by 256 mils (approximately '4-inch on a side) and contains
17,500 transistors. 11
The implication for society is that by the mid-1980s processors with
the capabilities of computers currently used in small businesses will be
readily available on a personal basis. It is important to realize that the more
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powerful processors will not be significantly more expensive than the
small ones. The cost is determined almost completely by the volume
produced, not by the complexity of the device. Thus, it may be cost-
effective to use a more powerful processor even if its capabilities are not
totally exploited. A brief summary of data gathered by Business Week
follows which illustrates the volume of microprocessors shipped in recent
years as well as the projection to 1980:
1. 1976:2.3 million
2. 1978: 27 million
3. 1979: 57 million (estimated)
4. 1980: 100 million (estimated) 12
Because of this extremely high volume, the cost of computing has been
falling at 30 percent annually.
In 1975 there were eight companies in the microprocessor business
and total microprocessor sales represented 3 percent of total semiconductor
sales. In 1978 there were twenty companies with $376 million in sales,
representing 5 percent. In 1983 it is estimated that sales will be $1.5 billion
and represent 1 1 percent of total semiconductor sales. One-third of last
year's microprocessor chip production went into games. One-half of last
year's games sales were electronic. It is projected that the sales of micro-
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computers will go from $135 mi 11 ion in 1978 to $670 million in 1982. Small
business system sales are projected to be $1.5 billion by 1987.
Thus, in the 1980s we will see powerful small computers readily
available for use in any endeavor one wishes to undertake. Every business
and most homes will have at least one such computer. The heart of the
system will most likely be a 32-bit single-chip processor. The processor
will be used in conjunction with a color cathode ray tube display (TV), a
keyboard, and a large amount of low-cost storage. It is projected that the
television set, the TV games and the home computer will probably become
indistinguishable in the 1980s and that by 1987, one-half of the U.S.
households will have so-called smart terminals. 13 However, smart termi-
nals will be indistinguishable from small computers. It is also probable
that voice output will be available, as well as some restricted form of voice
input. This will be discussed later in more detail.
The major factor in the decreasing cost of computing is the falling cost
of the electronics. To use a computer, however, it must be programmed.
The cost of software (or programs, as opposed to hardware or electronics)
has been increasing. In 1973 software represented 5 percent of the microp-
rocessor system cost; in 1978 this increased to 80 percent and people are
worried about having to spend "$150,000 on software to use a $10 micro-
computer." 14 This paradox arises for a number of reasons. As the microp-
rocessors themselves become more complex, users attempt increasingly
complex tasks requiring exceedingly complex software. It is estimated that
the average professional programmer produces only ten good lines of code
per day when working on complex software. Software is a relatively new
discipline and there is still a great need for good "methodologies." In
recognition of this need, a discipline of "software engineering" has sprung
up. It is hoped that some control can be gained over design and manage-
ment of software.
Unfortunately, improvements in software reliability may not be vis-
ible because the complexity of the software is increasing so fast. There have
been several developments which make the future look more promising. In
answer to the need for better programming languages, an improved lan-
guage called PASCAL was developed; it has proved very popular in recent
years and has almost become a de facto standard in the mini- and micro-
computer world. Another development is "solid-state software" or firm-
ware, in which the software is put into the hardware in the form of
read-only memory. This does not, of course, make the software any better
but it does provide some advantages in terms of speed. In addition, it
provides some protection against theft of a manufacturer's software, which
is developed at great expense. Perhaps the biggest advantage is that ROMs
are now large enough to store large software programs; hence, the interface
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to the user is greatly improved, making computers much easier to use.
Also, ROMs are now large enough to store an interpreter for a language
such as BASIC. Another improvement in user interface is a shift away from
procedural languages to the introduction of query systems. These allow a
user to give instructions to the machine and obtain information from it in a
question-and-answer mode. With the development of speech input and
output it is even possible that this man/machine communication can be a
spoken dialogue.
Large Computers
The changes in large computers in the 1980s will be less dramatic than
those in other areas. The biggest change will be toward lower-cost process-
ing due to the increasing complexity and decreasing cost of semiconductor
electronics. The smaller large computers will have been replaced by what
were once called microcomputers. Most computer users will have their
own machine for their own purposes and time-sharing systems as we know
them will be a thing of the past. One projection of developments for large,
general-purpose computers is summarized as follows:
1. 1985: equivalent of IBM System 32 for $1000; equivalent of IBM Sys-
tem 370/125 for $5000; compilers implemented as dedicated pro-
cessors within the system
2. 1986: equivalent of IBM 370/135 for less than $20,000
3. 1990: speech recognition for data entry, data processing and word
processing; structured programming languages dominate com-
puter languages; application and system software supplied as
plug-in modules; manufacturers derive almost all income from
software; and operating systems totally in hardware 15
In the future, large computers will be relegated to two primary uses:
large numerical computations (number-crunching) and management of
central data banks. It is projected that raw number-crunching power will
grow from 50 million instructions per second (MIPS) to 500 MIPS in the
late 1980s. 16 For this discussion, data bank management is the more impor-
tant use. Extremely large data banks will be available in the 1980s. Because
of the relatively high cost and large amounts of data stored, these will be
centralized resources upon which users can draw, much like conventional
libraries in function. In fact, libraries will begin to take on the form of data
banks, storing their contents in machine-readable form.
These central systems require a large computer for data management.
It is likely that these large processors will not be general-purpose compu-
ters but, rather, specialized machines designed to perform very high-speed
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searching, sorting and data transfer operations. Such "service centers" will
offer both software and data to users over communication links. The users
will, for the most part, do their processing locally on their own machines; a
service center would be contacted only when some software or data were
not locally available, and on those rare occasions when local processing
capabilities were not adequate to handle the problems at hand. The vast
majority of the use would be in the nature of library use: checking out
information and programs. It is even possible that something akin to the
Library of Congress might be desirable, i.e., a national data resource
center. Presently, data banks already exist for:
1. corporate and business management (personnel, vendors, accounting,
inventory);
2. financial and banking matters (security position, customer accounts,
investment analysis);
3. government information (legislative actions, constituent opinion,
balloting);
4. legal information (laws, precendents); and
5. airline reservation systems (crews, passenger reservations). 17
In the future, it is possible that many other data banks will exist for
newspapers, periodicals and journals; musicians and composers; writing
letters, memoranda, documents, texts, pamphlets and books; and prepar-
ing and maintaining retail catalogs, telephone directories and event
calendars.
The data need not all be physically located in one place it is only
necessary that the various parts of the data bank be linked by high-speed
data communication links. With large amounts of low-cost storage availa-
ble locally, calls to the central data bank can be minimized. Since the cost of
the local processing will be very low, and the cost of communications
relatively high, minimizing the number of calls to the data bank will be
important.
Terminals and Home Electronics
In recent years, low-cost electronics has had a significant impact in the
home. We have seen a revolution in terms of the calculator, watch and
game industries. Less visible but equally important changes have taken
place in appliances, such as ranges, sewing machines, dishwashers, micro-
wave ovens and washing machines. The auto industry is also poised to take
the electronics plunge in the 1980s. The major revolution in home elec-
tronics is just beginning: the low-cost computer and the changes it will
bring.
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As discussed, low-cost, powerful single-chip processors will exist in
the early 1980s. To make a powerful home computing system, one needs an
output display. That already exists in the form of the color TV in almost
every home. One also needs input a keyboard and large amounts of
low-cost storage. Inexpensive keyboards are readily available now. Of
course, voice output (and perhaps input) may also be possible. Low-cost
memory will be copiously available in the 1980s. For the home computer to
access data from a central data bank, a data quality communications link
must exist. As will be discussed later, this will be provided by the "tele-
phone" company or by cable television systems, or both. It is projected that
the market for intelligent terminals (i.e., computer terminals which con-
tain a computer) will grow from $300,000 in 1978 to $750,000 in 1982. 18
That doesn't even include home computers just computer terminals used
primarily in business. The following developments for terminals are pro-
jected for the 1980s: color displays and printers, and touch input on
display; speech output and input, and flat panel displays; and expanded
character sets (mathematical symbols, for example). 19
Color displays, speech output and expanded character sets are cer-
tainly possible in home terminals. In addition, it has been predicted that a
book-size display will be available in the 1980s. 20 Such a display will allow
all written material to be stored in digitally encoded form. One would
simply play the book through the home computer center and read it off the
display. One need not go to the library to browse, of course, since that will
be done by interrogating the library computer system or by perusing the
latest acquisitions on TV. A more detailed description of such systems, and
storage of books, will be given in a later section.
By the late 1980s television manufacturers will probably include a
computer as part of the television set. It is rumored that in 1979 home
computers will be announced by Texas Instruments and by Atari (an
electronic game manufacturer). By 1981 home computers will be an estab-
lished consumer item ranging in price from $500 on up.
Several other developments must be mentioned here. First, automated
checkout or point-of-sale systems are well established in the retail sales
business. This same concept can be applied to libraries to automate dis-
charges. It simply requires a universal book code (UBC) system similar to
the universal product code system used in grocery stores. Of course, it is
possible that one need never actually go to the library in the future. Users
would use their universal charge card, an idea already well into the serious
discussion stages by the banking industry. This card would be used for
everything: check cashing, bill paying, grocery purchases, travel, buying
clothes, and checking out library books.
Second, relatively inexpensive language translation is now possible.
Both Craig Corp. and Lexicon Corp. now market language translators for
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about $200. 21 These can translate words and simple sentences from one
language to another. The languages of translation can be changed by
replacing a plug-in cartridge (memory chip). At present, these operate only
in a text input/output mode, but voice output should be possible in two
years.
Finally, voice output is now possible at reasonable cost. Texas Instru-
ments marketed a toy called "Speak and Spell" for Christmas in 1978
which had a 200-word vocabulary. The toy pronounces a word and the
child must spell it correctly. Again, plug-in modules can be used to change
the vocabulary.
Thus, terminals with rudimentary speech output in several languages
are possible by the mid-1980s. Speech input is more difficult and will
probably be available in the late 1980s and then only in primitive form.
Data Communications
The present communications situation in the United States is
extremely confusing because the government is heavily involved in regula-
tion of this industry and is unable to decide what to do. As a result, it is
difficult to predict what might happen since political rather than techno-
logical reasons may control its destiny. There are two types of communica-
tions which impact the computer business: the television broadcasting
industry and information transmission companies. It is important to
realize the fundamental difference here. Broadcasting involves one source
sending the same information to everyone. Information transmission com-
panies (voice and/or data) allow a single source to send information to a
single destination, although a broadcasting type of operation is possible.
The former is the less complex and involves the broadcasting by
television networks and stations of digital information which can be
received on television sets (which will soon be part of home computers).
Two developments require mention here: Teletext or Viewdata and cable
television. The idea behind Teletext or Viewdata is to transmit textual
information simultaneously with ordinary programming. A special dec-
oder in a television set allows this textual information to be displayed on
the screen. Many pages of data can be transmitted and the user can select the
page to be viewed. The format is usually twenty lines of text with forty
characters per line. Such a system has operated in Britain and France on a
trial basis for some time and is now being tried in the United States. Cable
TV can do this and more since more information can be transmitted over
the cable. In either case, such information as weather, travel advisories and
stock market reports have been carried, and it is just as possible to list all of
the latest acquisitions of the local library. Since home computers will be
able to read and store this data in the late 1980s, it would be possible, for
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example, to transmit the local paper to everyone during the night so that it
would be available for reading in the morning.
The other important area of communications is the voice and data
transmission business. Briefly, the situation is as follows. The United
States has an excellent telephone system which was set up to transmit
voice. In 1956 the telephone companies agreed not to get into the comput-
ing business. (As hard as it is to imagine now, the fear was that the
fledgling computer industry would not survive.) As a result, the telephone
system never started "thinking digital" and made no move to serve the
needs of computers "talking" to computers, i.e., data transmission. Com-
puters require transmission 10,000 times faster than that for voice. As a
result, independent companies were allowed to begin operation to serve
the rapidly growing need for data transmission. This meant that the
telephone company was missing out on a potentially more lucrative
market than voice communications. To compound the matter, the world's
largest computer company, IBM, entered the data communications busi-
ness while the world's largest communications company, AT&T, was left
with their agreement not to offer any computing services. In the meantime,
AT&T has belatedly decided to become involved in data communications
in a big way. They will probably offer terminals as well as data transmis-
sion services (processing). They can ill afford to wait for the government to
make up its mind. This simple explanation doesn't do justice to the
complexity of the issue. It is clear to most people that this vigorous
industry probably no longer requires extensive government regulation or
protection.
An all-digital "telephone" system would allow digital transmis-
sion into and out of every home. This is a very expensive proposition
because much of the present system would have to be changed. A digital
system would allow voice, facsimile, television and data transmission with
almost equal ease. The announced contenders in the satellite data trans-
mission sweepstakes, and the services they intend to offer, are summarized
in Table 3.
The Advanced Communications System (ACS) is AT&T's new, all-
encompassing data service which will compete directly with SBS and
XTEN. Because of another agreement, the telephone companies do not
own satellites. They use the services of the Communication Satellite Corp.
AT&T expects to have 137,000 ACS business customers by 1983. SBS is
aiming at large corporate customers and expects to provide 200,000 two-
way voice circuits by 1985. 22 XTEN will also serve business. AT&T is not
happy about the offering of voice services by others. The following kinds of
services have been discussed:
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF COMPANIES PLANNING
SERVICES FOR SATELLITE DATA TRANSMISSION
Company Planned Service
American Satellite Corp. Data
(uses Western Union & RCA satellites)
AT&T (ACS service) Voice/data/facsimile
Communication Satellite Corp. and Voice/data
Comsat General (a subsidiary;
provide service to AT&T and GTE)
Intelsat (international) Voice/data
RCA American Communications Inc. Voice/data/cable TV
(satellite service)
Satellite Business Systems (SBS) 1980 Voice/data/TV
(IBM, Comsat, Aetna Insurance)
Telesat Canada Voice/data/TV
Western Union (Westar) Voice/data/TV
Xerox (XTEN system) AH data services
Source: Hindin, Harvey J. "TransmittingDatabySatelliteCallsforSpe-
cial Signal Handling," Electronics 52:91-98, March 29, 1979.
1. direct TV broadcasting;
2. video conferencing;
3. video phone;
4. high-speed computer links;
5. high-speed facsimile transmission of documents and pictures;
6. vehicular communications between individual ships, aircraft, etc.;
7. tele-mail: post office to post office by facsimile;
8. tele-medicine: consultation and transfer of records;
9. tele-reference: a central reference service;
10. tele-shopping: selecting merchandise via TV with automatic billing;
and
11. tele-education: TV classes.
The plans to transmit electronic mail have also drawn the postal service
into the fray. It is projected that by 1985 low-cost facsimile transmission
will be available at a transmission rate of two seconds per page.
For the most part, these systems simply provide an information trans-
mission service and do not offer any information processing. AT&T has
not been clear on this point, however, and may offer some processing
services. As a result of these developments, it is quite likely that in the 1980s
we will see the establishment of a two-way data transmission link in every
home, either by cable television, the phone company, or both. To be really
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useful, this link needs to be designed for high-speed transmission. That
opens up the possibility of electronic mail, newspapers and the other
things mentioned above. For this to happen, much of the land-based
system must be capable of handling higher-speed transmission. This tran-
sition has already begun with the increasing use of optical transmission of
data over glass fibers. The eventual extension of high-speed links into the
home will make it possible to browse in the library at home and, once a
selection is made, have it transmitted to the home computer system where it
would be stored to be read whenever desired. Because communication costs
are apt to be high, it is not yet clear whether it will be cost-effective to
transmit a book such as Hawaii to one's home, or whether it would be
better to pick it up (on disk) at the library. Another problem is the large
amount of writable storage that would be needed at home. The discussion
in the next section illustrates that low-cost disk storage will make the
storage of documents in machine-readable form a reality.
Memory and Storage
Computer memory can be classified in a number of different ways. We
have already made the distinction between R/W memory, which can be
read and written at will, and ROM or read-only memory, which can only
be read after it is initially written. R/W memory can be further classified as
random access memory (RAM) or as serial access memory (SAM). Random
access memories are built up from a large number of very dense semicon-
ductor memory chips and have the additional feature of access time that is
quite short. The access time is the time that elapses between the request for
data and the data's availability. On the other hand, in serial access memory,
the data is stored in sequence and to get to the desired information one
must usually pass by a good deal of data that is not needed. Thus, the access
time for SAM is longer. SAM is usually provided by magnetic disk and
magnetic tape. Because of the way in which RAM and SAM are imple-
mented, RAM is more expensive than SAM but SAM has a much higher
capacity than RAM. These are well-known tradeoffs and are illustrated in
Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows how various types of memory vary in cost as
a function of the access time. The costs shown are for the early 1980s. The
current costs are up to a factor of ten higher than those shown. Figure 5
shows how the capacity of different types of memory varies with access
time.
Both figures demonstrate what has become known as the "access gap,"
the region between approximately 1 microsecond (millionth of a second)
and 1 millisecond (thousandth of a second). In this region there has
traditionally been no appropriate technology with which to implement
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memories. In the last five years, however, several contenders have appeared
and these are shown in the figures. Basically, the following memory
technologies are shown:
1. semiconductor memory: bipolar and MOS (metal oxide semiconductor)
RAM;
2. gap fillers: electron beam accessed memory (EBAM; also called
BEAMOS for beam accessed MOS), and charge coupled device
(CCD);
3. magnetic disk: fixed head disk (FHD), moving head disk (MHD), and
floppy disk (flexible disk);
4. magnetic tape: cassette (about !4 inch), standard computer tape (H inch),
and mass tape; and
5. optical disk: video and optical digital disk.
There is insufficient space here to discuss all of these in detail, so
emphasis will be placed on the first and last. Before that, however, a few
brief, general comments are in order. It is desirable to have a computer's
processor operate as fast as possible in order to accomplish as much as
possible. The processor must obtain its data and instructions directly from
its memory, so the memory must also be fast. Thus, semiconductor
memory is used directly by the processor. To do useful processing, a lot of
semiconductor memory is needed, making the inexpensive, large-capacity,
fast semiconductor RAM very important. The "gap fillers" are relatively
new and by no means established. Brief mention will be made of their
status. Magnetic disk and magnetic tape technologies are old and well
established, and will also only be mentioned briefly. Optical disk technol-
ogy has finally arrived and has profound implications for society, and
libraries in particular. Because of this, some emphasis will be given to this
subject.
RAM
Random access memory is fast read/write memory which is used in
large quantities by computers. Currently, it is always semiconductor
memory of which there are two types bipolar and MOS. These will not be
discussed here, save for the observation that the most dramatic changes in
density (bits per unit of chip area) and cost have been for the MOS type. It is
the decreasing cost and increasing density of semiconductor RAM chips
which, along with the development of powerful microprocessors, is mak-
ing the computer for everyman a reality.
In the last decade the speed and reliability of semiconductor RAM has
increased by an order of magnitude. At the same time, the size, power and
cost have all dropped by a factor varying from 100 to 1000. 23 In 1978 the cost
per bit was 0.08 cent. In 1983 it is projected to be 0.02 cent. Thus, one can
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purchase four times as much for the same price. This dramatic change in
cost per bit over the years is shown in Figure 6. The cost is projected into
the 1980s.
Average
Price
.01
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Year
FIGURE 6. SEMICONDUCTOR RAM PRICE PROJECTION
Roughly speaking, memory chip costs drop by 50 percent every three
years. The major reason for this dramatic cost change is the rapidly
increasing capacity of a single chip of semiconductor RAM. Figure 7
shows the change in capacity with time. Again, roughly speaking, memory
chips quadruple in capacity every two years. Most of this increased capac-
ity has been achieved through higher density on the chips, not by using
larger chips. The chip capacity is projected to be 1 million bits by 1985, or
1000 times more than in 1971. However, it is projected that the chip will be
only twice as large in area. 24 The projection for the number of devices
(transistors) per chip is given in Table 4. The projections for the mid-1980s
are made on the assumption that the memory will be based on the charge
coupled device (CCD) technology. At the present time one company is
developing a chip with 1,000,000 transistors. 25 It is not a memory, but
rather a solid-state imager which could be used in television cameras.
While cost has been decreasing and capacity increasing, two other
important changes have also taken place: access time and power consump-
tion have both decreased. There are very few analogous events in history.
The result is that by 1987 one will be able to obtain twenty-seven times as
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much memory per dollar as in 1978. 26 If a new technology (based on
Josephson junctions) being pursued by IBM proves feasible, the speed of
both logic and memory could increase by a factor of 1 00-1000 by the mid- to
late 1990s. 27
TABLE 4. PROJECTION OF NUMBER
OF DEVICES PER CHIP
Capacity Number of
(kbits)* Transistors per Chip
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Bubbles
Magnetic bubble devices have been in development for ten years and
are now an accepted form of serial access-type memory. The present
capacity is around 106 bits on a single chip. The projected access time and
capacity for these devices are summarized in Table 5. It is possible that
bubble devices will begin to replace magnetic disks by 1985, but that is
uncertain. 28 At present, bubble devices are priced at about 0.1 cent per bit
but should drop by a factor of five or so in the 1980s.
Charge Coupled Devices
Charge coupled devices have been in development for about eight
years and have not yet had any major impact on computer memory usage.
CCDs have been successfully designed and built, but RAM technology has
kept pace in capacity and price so there has been no market for these
devices. However, it will be difficult for RAMs to become much larger and,
thus, CCDs will become important. In principle, CCDs have a higher
density. A projection for access time and capacity ofCCDs is given in Table
6. At present, CCD prices are around 0.1 cent per bit.
EBAM/BEAMOS
EBAM devices also fall in the access gap. They have large capacity and
fast access. An EBAM system with a capacity of 109 (one billion) bits and an
access time of 80 microseconds has been announced for 1 980. 29 Each storage
unit in the system can store 128 million bits, or!28X10
6
bits. Plans are
under way to develop a device which can store four times that much, or
512X106 bits, and it is felt that by the mid-1980s a single device can be
developed with a capacity of 10 10 bits and an access time of 20 microse-
conds. 30 This is not an easy technology to use and it remains to be seen
whether it can compete on a cost basis with memories such as the optical
disks.
Disk and Tape
Magnetic disk technology is already highly developed and little can be
expected in terms of major increases in capacity. Costs are projected to
drop, as shown in Figure 4. The same is true for ordinary magnetic tape.
There is one development in the use of tape that should be mentioned, the
"mass tape stores." These are automated tape systems in which many tapes
are arranged in pigeon holes; a mechanism automatically retrieves and
mounts the tape so that it can be used. The tapes in these systems are wound
on drums much like old-time phonograph records. Examples of such
systems are the IBM 3850 with 378X10
10
bits, and the CDC 38500 with
512X109 bits. 31 Tape cassette systems have also been developed which can
store 400X106 bits.
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TABLE 5. PROJECTION OF ACCESS
TIME AND CAPACITY OF BUBBLE
MEMORY DEVICES
Year
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since it provides a video or television signal compatible with color televi-
sion. At present, the video disks are prerecorded whereas the digital disks
can be written. Once written, however, the disks are read-only since the
writing is permanent. Both types will be discussed here because either, or a
combination of the two, would be very useful for document storage.
Video Disks
There have actually been two approaches attempted for producing the
analog-type video disks an optical method, and a nonoptical, mechani-
cal approach. 32 In the mechanical approach, the disk works very much like
a phonograph record in that a stylus traverses a very narrow groove (1.4
micrometers). This "pickup" detects the signal by means of a capacitance
variation. The disk rotates at 450, 900 or 1 SOOrpm depending on the system,
and contains from thirty minutes to an hour of color television program-
ming per side. A price of $10-20 per disk is projected. This stylus-type
player is being developed by RCA and the Japan Victor Co.
The other approach is optical and seems to be the better one. RCA is
apparently developing an optical version also, 33 as is the Philips Corp. of
the Netherlands and various subsidiaries. This disk, too, is the size of a
long-playing phonograph record, but the readout is by means of a tiny,
solid-state laser diode. There is no physical contact with the disk, so it is
easy to implement both random access to any picture and stop-motion. In
addition, the lack of physical contact means that there is no wear. There is
one TV picture per revolution of the disk and up to one hour of program-
ming per side. In total, a single disk contains about 54,000 color television
pictures. Unlike the RCA system, this one has actually been test marketed
in the United States under the name Magnavision by the Magnavox Co., a
subsidiary of Philips. The system was developed jointly by Philips and
MCA, a corporation which distributes motion pictures, among other
things. Players and disks were sold in Atlanta in fall 1978. The players cost
$695 and were made by Universal Pioneer Corp. of Japan. The disks are
manufactured by Philips/MCA Discovision which through MCA has
access to movies from Universal Studios, Paramount and Walt Disney. The
disks sell for $15.95 (for such recent films as Animal House and Saturday
Night Fever), $9.95 (for older films, such as Marx Brothers' and TV
movies), down to $5.95 for the lowest-cost ones. At present, the disks are
rigid like phonograph records but they may be made in flexible form in the
future and sold rolled up in a tube.
Pioneer Electronics Corp., a U.S. subsidiary of Universal Pioneer, is
marketing an industrial version player also. This unit has slow motion,
fast motion, stop action, playback and remote control. It also contains a
built-in microcomputer to make the system interactive and can be inter-
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faced to external digital electronic systems. Its price is $2500. The Army,
Navy, Air Force, MIT and Utah State University have already placed
orders. General Motors has ordered 7000 players to be used by dealers in
North America. The "programs" will contain descriptions of new autos
and training programs for mechanics and sales personnel. It would also be
possible to use disks for parts inventories much as microfiche is used now.
The digital version may be better suited for that, however.
Optical Digital Disk
Again, both RCA and Philips have been the major developers of the
optical digital disk. In this case the RCA approach is similar to Philips's.
The disks can be written once, and this can be done by the user. By
employing a laser diode to burn away a thin metallic film which has
previously been evaporated on the plastic disk, holes are created. The
holes, about 1 micrometer in size, signify a bit which is a one, and no hole
indicates a bit which is a zero. The capacity of these disks is 10 10-10n bits
each. The data can be read from them at rates of 50-200 million bits per
second. Philips has built a working prototype and expects systems to be
available in two to three years. 34 The characteristics of the PhilipsDRAW
(Direct Read After Write) System are as follows:
1. 30cm. disk (12"),
2. 10 10 bits,
3. writes at 10 million bits per second,
4. average access time is 250 ms. at present, and
5. disk turns at 150rpm (2.5 revolutions per second). 35
To appreciate how significant this development is, consider the
capacity of one unit of high-density magnetic storage in constrast to that of
the optical disk (capacity is indicated in millions of bits):
1. tape: 728
2. disk: 560
3. optical disk: 10,000
Of course, the optical disk cannot be erased and reused as can the others,
although simple duplication, with changes, onto a new disk is possible.
The digital disk has about one-sixth the bit density of the optical video disk
since error control and formatting are not needed on the latter.
The projected cost for the disk is $10, or 10"
7
cents per bit! Presently,
the bit density is a factor of ten higher than the best magnetic recording.
Current research is aimed at achieving 10 11 bits with a data rate of 50
million bits per second and an access time of less than 100 ms. Based on
what has been achieved to date, an optical disk system can be built which
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can store 2X10 14 bits in six square meters of floor space ( 10" bits per disk is
assumed). Then 10 15 bits could be stored in a 30- meter-square room (10 10
bits is enough to store 500,000 typewritten pages). Assuming that an
average book contains 500 pages, each disk (in current use) can hold 1000
books. The University of Illinois Library contains 5,622,938 "volumes."
Again assuming an average volume of 500 pages, 5623 present-day disks are
required. Only 563 would be needed for the 10" bit disks, since each of these
would hold 10,000 books. This means that only a 2-meter square area of
floorspace is required to store the entire library. On the other hand, if one
wished to plan for future expansion and used the 30-meter-square area that
holds 10 15 bits, there would be room for another 94,370,000 volumes to be
stored before a library addition would be needed! Of course, the volumes
would have to be recorded. Once in a readable form, the entire library could
be copied onto new disks in a few months, working 8-hour days.
The impact that optical disks could have is obvious from the above
figures. They can be used for books, journals and all manner of educa-
tional materials, from fix-it instructions to academic texts. They could also
be used for computer programs, quadraphonic records, games and movies
with 4-channel sound from the "movie-of-the-month club." They are an
almost ideal archival storage medium. At present, the shelf life is at least
ten years and probably much more. This is in contrast to magnetic-type
memory which must be rewritten every three to four years. The morning
newspaper could come on a disk. Subscribers to magazines could get a copy
of every magazine published each month. Academicians could receive all
journals and simply read those they wished to. Library patrons could check
out disks, or perhaps they would simply have one made containing the
books they wanted. At $10 per 10,000 books, that's only 0.1 cent per book
plus the recording charge. It is assumed, of course, that publishers will
supply books in disk form perhaps an updated disk each year. Of course,
they probably won't send a disk but will simply transmit new books, as
they are published, to libraries for recording. One book can be "read" in 0.2
seconds and sent to a home recorder. Thus, one could simply browse
through the card catalog using the home computer system and, having
selected the desired volume, have the book sent over a high-speed link to
the home recorder. After storing it, one could curl up next to the fire with
the flat panel display and read, referring occasionally to the full-color
pictures from the book displayed on the computer's color television screen.
Summary
The ever-increasing complexity and lower cost of integrated circuit
and computer technology will radically change our lives in the next twenty
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years. The availability of low-cost computing and storage will make
computers available and economical for everyone, whether in business,
industry or the home. What we now call "microcomputers" will become as
powerful as present-day large computers, but will sell for under $1000.
Large central data banks will be formed as repositories of information.
High-speed digital communications links will be readily available by way
of satellite transmission in space and optical fibers on the ground Digital
communications will be brought into the home via the telephone system or
cable TV or both. This will allow the user to call the central data banks
using the home computer system. The home computer system will have
color TV, voice output, limited voice input, possibly a facsimile printer,
and an associated flat panel character (book) display. Libraries will evolve
toward becoming just one of many data banks. Optical disk storage will
provide a solution to the document storage problem. Users will be able to
browse through the library or shop from the home computer center. Books
can be selected, transmitted to the user and stored locally, and then read
using the book display. Banking and financial transactions will also be
handled this way. Almost every device in the home that does anything will
be electronically controlled. Newspapers and bulk mail will come over the
computer system. Magazines will arrive on disk or be transmitted and
recorded on the home disk under control of the computer system.
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